
Unit 7: Programming Guide

Overview
The purpose of this lesson is to show students how to wire into While Loops. This will be achieved using loop tunnels and the 
NXT terminals of functions in and around the various While Loops. In this lesson, a program will be created that will start and 
stop the TETRIX® DC motors by pressing the touch sensor.

At the end of this lesson, students should be able to:

• Create a sequence of programming instructions that use functions, While Loops, and loop tunnels.

Wiring to and from While Loops
Complex programs require the use of functions and While Loops together in a sequence. A complex program might include 
instructions for a robot to pick up an object, move until a touch sensor is triggered, and then put down the object.

To help demonstrate how to wire to and from While Loops, create a program in which the TETRIX DC motors move by pressing 
the touch sensor.

Begin by placing a TETRIX Move DC Motors function onto the block diagram. Create a Motors constant containing the Right and 
Left DC motors. 

Next, place a Read Sensor function onto the block diagram. Now, think for a moment about the goal of this program. When the 
touch sensor is pressed, the DC Motors should run, and when it is released, the motors should stop. This will require a Case 
structure. 

Place a Case structure onto the block diagram and wire the Yes/No terminal of the Read Touch (Pressed) function into its case 
selector.

Now, set the speed at which the motors will be rotating in each case. Create a constant for one of the Power/Speed terminals 
of the TETRIX Move DC Motors function and place it into the True case. Creating a constant specifically for the Power/Speed 
terminal ensures that the data type matches the TETRIX Move DC Motors function’s input.

The True case means the code inside it will run when the touch sensor is pressed. This is the case where the motors must run. 
Set the constant to 100 and wire it into both Power/Speed terminals of the motor function.

Now for the False case. Create another constant for the Power/Speed terminal and place it into the False case. The code in this 
case will run if the touch sensor is released so the motors must stop. The constant is already set to 0, so wire the touch sensor 
directly into both of the Power/Speed terminals of the motor function.

Now, depending on whether the touch sensor is pressed or released, the motors will either run or stop. The touch sensor has to 
keep being read so that the motors will update according to the touch sensor’s state. Place all of the code except for the DC 
Motor constant into a While Loop. Create a constant for the Conditional terminal and set it to False, so that the loop runs forever.

Take a look at the points where the wire connecting the constant to the TETRIX Move DC Motors function enters the While Loop. 
These points are called loop tunnels. Loop tunnels are simply data entry and exit points for While Loops. The constant will be 
read once at the start of the program, the information will be relayed into the Motors terminal of the TETRIX Move DC Motors 
function, and then this information will be used throughout the remainder of the program. 

Note that even if the constant were to change the output data, the program would no longer run the data because sequentially, 
it would be before the While Loop. This means that if controls and a While Loop are being used in the program, it is important to 
make sure that the controls are inside of the While Loop. This way they will update as the value is changed.

The code will run in the proper sequence as it is right now, but to maintain effective programming habits, wire the NXT terminals 
together. Start at the Read Touch function and then go to the TETRIX Move DC Motors function. To wire through the Case 
structure easily, click the NXT output terminal of the Read Touch function, click the nearest wall of the Case structure, and then 
continue to wire as was done in the previous lessons. Remember to wire the NXT wire through both cases of the Case structure. 
The complete program is shown in Figure 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Complete Program (False Case)

Figure 2. Complete Program (True Case)

By using While Loops and Case structures in this manner, complex programs can be created that can perform a variety of 
actions, based on values read from a variety of sensors. 
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